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Abstract—This work presents results of moist air condensation in 

heat exchanger. It describes theoretical knowledge and definition of 

moist air. Model with geometry of square canal was created for better 

understanding and postprocessing of condensation phenomena. 

Different approaches were examined on this model to find suitable 

software and model. Obtained knowledge was applied to geometry of 

real heat exchanger and results from experiment were compared with 

numerical results. One of the goals is to solve this issue without 

creating any user defined function in the applied code. It also 

contains summary of knowledge and outlook for future work. 

 

Keywords—Condensation, exchanger, experiment, validation.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

OLVING this problem is part of design optimization of 

floor convectors used for room cooling. It helps to reduce 

the energy consumption and improve energy efficiency, which 

is significant indicator of every energy device. Total annual 

electricity consumption by air conditioners in Europe is 

estimated at more than 40 TWh in 2010, two thirds of the total 

consumption is attributed to the heating function. By 2020 

electricity consumption will increase to around 75 TWh 

annually without any measures (business as usual), mainly due 

to higher market penetration. The expected increase of 35 

TWh annually corresponds to the production of almost five 

750 MW-power plants. The planned measures (minimum 

requirements and energy labels) are expected to lead to 

savings of around 12 TWh annually by 2020 – only one third 

of the expected increase in electricity consumption [1].  

Condensation of moist air occurs in heated rooms or in floor 

convectors and it is important for designing of whole 

exchanger. It affects the construction, because the condensate 

must be perforce drained away. In moist air presented in the 

atmosphere water molecules move freely and it sometimes 

leads to their precipitations. If collision occurs at temperature 

of dew point or below it, the molecules will not be able to 

reflex anymore and thus they attach into chains. These 

molecules are joined into short lines which results into a 

conversion of water vapor to liquid. If sufficient amount of 

particles take part in described process then the droplet can be 

formed [2]. 

This work is focused to find suitable numerical model to 
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predict the amount of moist air condensate. For better 

understanding and evaluation of results the model for 

validation with simple benchmark was developed. The 

multiphase flow in this problem was simulated by different 

numerical approaches. Simultaneously, grid and accuracy 

study was carried out. Obtained knowledge was used for 

calculation in real heat exchanger. No satisfactory agreement 

has been found yet, so improved model was created for more 

suitable results. The aim is to solve this issue using standard 

implemented models without creating any user defined 

functions (UDFs). 

There are a lot of works that applied many customized 

UDFs to obtain condensation on specified surfaces using 

authors’ own controlled computational program. This makes 

the problem more difficult, because it is almost impossible to 

compare used methods and results of their researches. It is not 

possible to discover the core of their programs, because it is 

not published in any work. Also, there is less information 

about condensation than about heating, which was in many 

works. Sakakura and Yamamoto [3] presented results valid not 

only for compressible flows but also for flows with low Mach 

number. This study supposed small amount of moist air in the 

cooled space. It also presented knowledge about 

heterogeneous condensation on rudiments. Equation of state is 

driven by Ishizaka et al. from 1994 and it supposed a mass 

fraction of created condensate below 0.1. Flow is simplified to 

two-dimensional case. Computational domain consists of 

201x41 elements and has got wall boundary layer. Results 

were compared with experiment and good agreement was 

found. The biggest contribution of this work was quantifying 

the density of particles for creating the most amount of 

condensate. This density was calculated to be 1E11 particles. 

Nolte and Mayinger [4] focused on explaining, which 

parameters affect wall condensation the most. They had 

confirmed their hypotheses by their own experiments. They 

found out that heat transfer coefficient is the function of 

Nusselt’s and Sherwood’s number. This work does not contain 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) calculation. Volchkov, 

Terekhov V. and Terekhov I. (in 2004) [5] studied general 

theory about condensation including equations and basic 

charts. This work contained many results for dependence of 

heat power on surface area or different criteria numbers on 

Reynolds number. Whole work is written in theoretic way and 

does not contain experiments. Saraireh (in 2012) [6] focused 

on theory of the condensation phenomena. Commercial 

software FLUENT with many user defined functions (for 

example on viscosity, thermal conductivity or water density) 

was used and it led to the excellent agreement with 
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experimental results. Three-dimensional mesh 

must have over 500 000 elements to be independent on final 

solution. Usage of polypropylene and aluminum

being compared. This work contains very detailed mathematic 

balance description of heat exchanger to capture t

effects in the flow. A classical re-normalization

κ-ε turbulence model was used. Very good agreement between 

numerical and experimental data was found on flows with 

high Reynolds numbers. Ugurlubilek [7] 

determination of heat transfer coefficient

exchanger pipe. Commercial software FLUENT was used and 

it was supplemented by customized UDFs

Reynolds number was in range from 28 000 to 230

was tuned by using boundary layer and

turbulence model was used. Good agreement 

was observed. 

Generally results depend on wide range of parameters

as: number of nucleation particles inside the

mass and volume fraction of each phase, temperat

difference from dew point, specification of wall’s temperature 

or heat flux, simplified two-dimensional or 

dimensional computational domain usage

heterogeneous condensation, developed turbulent flow on 

inlet, wall roughness, quality of environment (cleanliness, 

regulation and control of relative humidity), 

vapor, constructional solution of exchanger etc

II. TEST CASE 

For better understanding of numerical results and effective 

work progress, was decided to create test case, which will 

allow examine different program setting. The flow benchmark 

used only for testing and validation of CFD results was 

computed with various different numerical models and 

software, separately. It does not contain part of removing the 

condensate out of computational domain.  

 

Fig. 1 Computational mesh

 

Fig. 1 shows a cut of computational domain. It represents

flow in square channel with dimensions of 50

1000mm and bias factor on edges. Only quadrilateral elements 

were used with edge sizing parameter. The flow is assumed to 

steam axially with the constant speed on inlet surface

m
.
s

-1
 and inlet temperature of 295.15 K in atmospheric 

pressure of 101 325 Pa. Constant temperature of 274 K was 

 

ensional mesh in this case 

000 elements to be independent on final 

aluminum exchanger is 

being compared. This work contains very detailed mathematic 

balance description of heat exchanger to capture turbulence 

normalization group (RNG) 

ε turbulence model was used. Very good agreement between 

numerical and experimental data was found on flows with 

[7] examined numerical 

heat transfer coefficient on outer surface of 

exchanger pipe. Commercial software FLUENT was used and 

UDFs. Variation of 

000 to 230 000. Mesh 

using boundary layer and standard κ-ε 

turbulence model was used. Good agreement with experiment 

Generally results depend on wide range of parameters, such 

the gaseous mixture, 

mass and volume fraction of each phase, temperature 

difference from dew point, specification of wall’s temperature 

dimensional or full three-

usage, homogeneous or 

heterogeneous condensation, developed turbulent flow on 

inlet, wall roughness, quality of environment (cleanliness, 

regulation and control of relative humidity), radial diffusion of 

constructional solution of exchanger etc. 

For better understanding of numerical results and effective 

work progress, was decided to create test case, which will 

The flow benchmark 

used only for testing and validation of CFD results was 

ous different numerical models and 

It does not contain part of removing the 

 

 

Computational mesh 

utational domain. It represents 

flow in square channel with dimensions of 50mm x 50mm x 

mm and bias factor on edges. Only quadrilateral elements 

were used with edge sizing parameter. The flow is assumed to 

constant speed on inlet surface of 0.1 

15 K in atmospheric 

onstant temperature of 274 K was 

considered for longitudinal walls.

determined in order to be unde

284.7 K. Simultaneously it is required to a

below the freezing point. Velocity was specified as flow 

parameter on inlet area. Inlet relative humidity is considered to 

be 51.6%, because it corresponds with the relative humidity 

while making the experiment. 

calculated using standard equation:

 

       �� � ���

 

where vin is inlet velocity [m

[m] and υ kinematic viscosity [m

is 330, calculated using (1). Mass fraction of water 

calculated using equation: 

 

       ��	 �
 

where ωwv is mass fraction of water 

[kgvapour
.
kgmixture

-1
] and 

[kgvapour
.
kgdry_air

-1
]. This leads to mass fraction of w

0.00842, calculated using (2)

is calculated using equation: 

 

     Φ� � 1 �
 

where Φv is volume fraction of water 

[mvapour
3.
mmixture

-3
], mda mass flow of dry air [kg

density of moist air [kgmoist

[kgdry_air
.
m

-3
], and mma mass flow of moist air [kg

Volume fraction of water vapor 

(3). These values are necessary for correct input into 

calculation software, where CFX computes with mass fraction 

of each phase and others with volume fraction of each phase

Laminar and turbulent boundary layers are treated 

differently in terms of the condensation mass flux at the 

surface. For laminar flow, the condensa
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where mc,lam is condensation mass flux 

WM is the molecular weight of the condensable 

and of the mixture component

condensable) respectively 

diffusion coefficient [-], ρm 

the height of the boundary layer 

For a turbulent boundary layer, the condensable

calculated as shown in (5) [8]

 

      �,����� �
 

where mc,turb is condensable mass flux 

multiplier decided by the form of the turbulent wall function, 

YBP is the mass fraction of the condensable component at a 

grid point near the wall  [-] and Y

FLOW 

for longitudinal walls. This temperature was 

determined in order to be under the dew point, which is 

Simultaneously it is required to avoid temperature 

Velocity was specified as flow 

Inlet relative humidity is considered to 

be 51.6%, because it corresponds with the relative humidity 

while making the experiment. Inlet Reynolds number is 

equation: 

��·�
�            (1) 

[m
.
s

-1
], L characteristic dimension 

kinematic viscosity [m
2.
s

-1
]. Inlet Reynolds number 

. Mass fraction of water vapor is 

1 � �
� !"          (2) 

is mass fraction of water vapor in mixture 

and SH is specific humidity 

]. This leads to mass fraction of water vapor 

calculated using (2). Volume fraction of water vapor 

 

� �#$
%#$
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         (3) 

is volume fraction of water vapor in mixture 

mass flow of dry air [kgdry_air
.
s

-1
], ρma 

moist_air
.
m

-3
], ρda density of dry air 

mass flow of moist air [kgmoist_air
.
s

-1
]. 

olume fraction of water vapor is 0.00229, calculated using 

. These values are necessary for correct input into 

, where CFX computes with mass fraction 

with volume fraction of each phase. 

Laminar and turbulent boundary layers are treated 

differently in terms of the condensation mass flux at the 

the condensable mass flux is [8]: 

���·%&
' () *�+,�-'.

�+,�-/.0     (4) 

is condensation mass flux [kg
.
m

-2.
s

-1
], WB and 

is the molecular weight of the condensable component 

component (of condensable and non-

 [g
.
mol

-1
], DBM is the binary 

 density of mixture [kg
.
m

-3
], δ is 

the height of the boundary layer [m] and x is molar fraction[-]. 

For a turbulent boundary layer, the condensable mass flux is 

]: 

� � �12
3�4+3�5

�+3�5
       (5) 

is condensable mass flux [kg
.
m

-2.
s

-1
], TM is wall 

multiplier decided by the form of the turbulent wall function, 

is the mass fraction of the condensable component at a 

and YBw denotes the mass fraction 
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of the condensable component  [-].  

One of tested computational models was 

It is a surface-tracking technique applied to fixed Eulerian 

mesh. This model was proposed by Hirt and Nichols in 1981. 

It was designed for two or more immiscible fluids, where the 

position of the interface between the fluids is of interest. The 

fluids share a single set of momentum equations, and the 

volume fraction of each of the fluids in each computational 

cell is tracked throughout the domain [9

preserved constant volume fraction of air, but did not compute 

any condensate. Another tested model was 

from the Volume of fluid model in three respects: the 

model allows the phases to be interpenetrating and allows 

move at different velocities using the concept of slip velocities 

and there is interaction of the inter-phase mass,

and energy transfer in the mixture model 

preserve constant volume fraction of dry air in the 

computational volume and did not produce any condensate. 

That is why it is not suitable for this work. Improved Mixture 

wall film is also not suitable for the same reasons. 

Eulerian model is the most complex model of all tested ones. 

Its great advantage is in computing enthalpy for each of the 

phases in the mixture, so is suitable for phase change models. 

It was not able to start a calculation so results cannot be 

presented. Wet Steam model (density

specially developed for vapor flows. It also contains equations 

for calculating with nucleation. Although this model seems to 

be the most suitable for this case, it was not able to start 

calculation, because this model computes with one phase 

vapor only. In this case it is necessarily to compute with 

mixture of water vapor and dry air. CFX in version 14.5 

contains module of wall condensation. 

constant mass fraction of air and also was able to calculate 

condensed water vapor. This model was found to be the most 

suitable for calculations like this. Two tests of the multiphase 

flow with condensation process were considered. First test 

presented case, where there was zero heat transfer through 

walls, so they had exactly the same tempera

surrounding. It is assumed that mass balance must be 

conserved. Convergence was more rapid

phases stood still and no condensate was created. Second test 

run with dry air only, it means zero mass fraction of water 

vapor inside. Temperature of walls was 

(274 K). In this case no condensation

computational domain. These two test

because models proofed all theory hypotheses. 

showed pertinence of this approach, so CFX

solving this application. The grid study independence was 

done and results for created condensate were without changes 

only when mesh had more than 200 000 elements.

decided that final mesh will have around 250

A. Analytical Determination of Condensate

Amount of condensate calculated analytically was 

determined by using Moliere chart assuming thermodynamic 

equilibrium at outlet area. For precision calculation

equations for moist air properties the Microsoft Excel program 

 

was Volume of Fluid. 

tracking technique applied to fixed Eulerian 

mesh. This model was proposed by Hirt and Nichols in 1981. 

It was designed for two or more immiscible fluids, where the 

position of the interface between the fluids is of interest. The 

of momentum equations, and the 

volume fraction of each of the fluids in each computational 

9]. Volume of Fluid 

preserved constant volume fraction of air, but did not compute 

was Mixture. It differs 

olume of fluid model in three respects: the Mixture 

model allows the phases to be interpenetrating and allows to 

at different velocities using the concept of slip velocities 

phase mass, momentum 

and energy transfer in the mixture model [9]. Mixture did not 

preserve constant volume fraction of dry air in the 

computational volume and did not produce any condensate. 

That is why it is not suitable for this work. Improved Mixture 

also not suitable for the same reasons. So called 

is the most complex model of all tested ones. 

Its great advantage is in computing enthalpy for each of the 

so is suitable for phase change models. 

tart a calculation so results cannot be 

density-based solver) is 

flows. It also contains equations 

for calculating with nucleation. Although this model seems to 

be the most suitable for this case, it was not able to start 

alculation, because this model computes with one phase 

n this case it is necessarily to compute with 

air. CFX in version 14.5 

contains module of wall condensation. Software preserved 

constant mass fraction of air and also was able to calculate 

odel was found to be the most 

suitable for calculations like this. Two tests of the multiphase 

considered. First test 

zero heat transfer through 

exactly the same temperature as 

surrounding. It is assumed that mass balance must be 

more rapid, mass fractions of 

phases stood still and no condensate was created. Second test 

run with dry air only, it means zero mass fraction of water 

 the same as default 

K). In this case no condensation occurred in 

tests were successful, 

proofed all theory hypotheses. These two tests 

CFX will be used for 

independence was also 

created condensate were without changes 

000 elements. It was 

250 000 elements. 

ondensate 

Amount of condensate calculated analytically was 

assuming thermodynamic 

. For precision calculations of 

equations for moist air properties the Microsoft Excel program 

was created. The difference of absolute humidity on inlet and 

outlet areas was multiplied with mass flow of dry air, so 

maximal amount of condensate could be specified.

flow was 0.00029829 kilograms of dry air per second. 

be assumed, that moist air on outlet has 100% relative 

humidity, because CFX has calculated average temperature on 

outlet area of 275.2 K. This almost corresponds with boundary 

condition for longitudinal wal

be assumed. Convective and diffusive effects 

layer are not considered. Multiphase flow with condensation 

was simulated as three-dimensional steady state flow.

B. CFD Results 

Fig. 2 The velocity profile at outlet

 

Velocity profile of flow at outlet 

yet parabolic, because the flow is not yet fully developed

 

Fig. 3 Contours of water 

 

Fig. 3 depicts the change of water 

inside computational domain. It corresponds with theory and 

shows, that on inlet is the highest 

and at outlet area is the lowest. Differences represent creation 

of condensate. The most of condensate is generated in the 

second half part of the channel, because flow is there cooled 

under dew point.  

was created. The difference of absolute humidity on inlet and 

was multiplied with mass flow of dry air, so 

maximal amount of condensate could be specified. The mass 

00029829 kilograms of dry air per second. It can 

that moist air on outlet has 100% relative 

humidity, because CFX has calculated average temperature on 

almost corresponds with boundary 

condition for longitudinal wall (274 K), so equilibrium could 

Convective and diffusive effects in boundary 

ultiphase flow with condensation 

dimensional steady state flow. 

 

The velocity profile at outlet 

at outlet is on Fig. 2. Profile is not 

e flow is not yet fully developed. 

 

Contours of water vapor mass fraction 

s the change of water vapor mass fraction 

computational domain. It corresponds with theory and 

the highest mass fraction of water vapor 

lowest. Differences represent creation 

The most of condensate is generated in the 

rt of the channel, because flow is there cooled 

FLOW 
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Fig. 4 Heat flux at longitudinal walls 

 

Fig. 4 depicts heat flux on longitudinal walls calculated by 

CFX. Area average value is -98.68 W
.
m

-2
. It is difficult to 

determine heat transfer coefficient, because during dropwise 

condensation the heat transfer coefficient can be more than 10 

times larger than during film condensation [10]. 

Generally, results are symmetrical, because of the absence 

of gravity in the numerical model. It should be mentioned that 

CFX analysis does not contain implemented nucleation model, 

therefore it is necessary to create customized UDFs for more 

accurate calculation results and for control the growth of 

droplets, or if higher accuracy is required.  

C. Comparison of Results 

TABLE I 

COMPARISON OF RESULTS 

Title                                      Value [gvapour
.hour-1] 

Calculated by CFX                     4.536 

Calculated analytically               4.3856 

 

The difference between amounts of condensate determined 

by software and analytically is 3.43%. This is good agreement; 

however is the simple flow benchmark. Nevertheless, the 

successful numerical test could confirm that used multiphase 

models, with others required settings, was found to be 

appropriate for such numerical simulation problems. 

III. EXPERIMENT 

The selected model was applied to the real exchanger. This 

exchanger is tested and measured in laboratory in cooperation 

with company Licon Heat Ltd. The aim of this experiment is 

to measure amount of condensate under controlled conditions. 

Experimental results were compared with numerical results to 

obtain rigorous model of exchanger for easy prediction of 

changes for exchangers designed and created in future.  

A. Experiment Description 

Fig. 5 shows assembly of exchanger, fan and humidity 

sensor. On left side there are connected pipes from and to 

chiller, which generates cold supply water. Before starting the 

experiment, whole assembly was running for more than 80 

minutes to reach steady state. After that time the experiment 

continued without any changes, but with new receptacle for 

collecting the condensate. This receptacle is not visible, 

because it is situated under the exchanger. Experiment run for 

exactly 3600 seconds and after it was done, it was measured 

the difference of mass between full and empty receptacle. 

 

 

Fig. 5 Exchanger in laboratory 

 

 

Fig. 6 Conditions during experiment (cut) 
 

Fig. 6 captures a record of conditions during the 

experiment. It shows temperature on ribs measured using 

thermocouples, surroundings temperature measured by 

thermometer and volume flow of cooling water measured by 

inductive flow sensor.  
 

TABLE II 
DIFFERENCE OF MASS OF RECEPTACLE 

Title                                                    Value [grams] 

Receptacle with condensate                      563.675 

Empty receptacle                                       299.512 

 

Table II shows growth of mass (which is the amount of 

created condensate) during the experiment. It can be 

calculated that 264.163 grams of condensate per hour was 

created. This value is necessary for comparing it with 

FLOW 
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numerical results obtained further. 

B. Numerical Results 

Aim of this part is to create real exchanger model and to 

compare its results with experimental ones. Only the space 

between two ribs was considered and translation boundary 

conditions were used on corresponding areas. The real 

exchanger contains exactly 234 ribs, so obtained amount of 

condensate must be multiplied with this number. 

Computational mesh used for calculations is tree-dimensional. 

Special attention was focused on making the boundary layer in 

area near tubes [11]. It contains of 180 959 elements. Results 

are valid for RNG κ-ε turbulent model with standard 5% 

intensity of turbulence and turned on the gravity force. The 

RNG approach was used. It is a mathematical technique that 

can be used to derive a turbulence model similar to the κ-ε, 

results in a modified form of the ε equation, which attempts to 

account for the different scales of motion through changes to 

the production term [12]. Inlet Reynolds number is 15 560, 

calculated using (1). 

 

 

Fig. 7 Temperature field 

 

Fig. 7 depicts temperature field in computational domain. It 

corresponds to the space, where moist air occurs in heat 

exchanger between two ribs. Figure demonstrates influence of 

cooling, where red color stands for high temperature 

(especially at inlet) and light blue color represents cooled 

moist air and area where the most of condensate is created. 

For closer idea, what happens inside the computational 

domain, it would be helpful to show results in the plane, which 

is situated precisely in the middle of computational domain. 

 

 

Fig. 8 Water vapor contours in middle plane 

 

Fig. 8 depicts computed water vapor field in space between 

two ribs in ideal exchanger. Real exchanger differs in the 

shape of ribs - they may be for example warped. The amount 

of water vapor fraction is decreasing because of condensation, 

where blue color indicates area with less water vapor in flow. 

The most intensive condensation appears in the space where 

blue color is indicated. This is region with lower velocity, so 

that there is enough time for condensation process.  

Fig. 9 describes velocity field and explains turbulence 

differences inside heat exchanger. It may be helpful to 

consider the change of location of each pipe in case of 

designing new or updated heat exchanger. 

 

 

Fig. 9 Velocity field in middle plane 

 

 

Fig. 10 Modeled turbulence kinetic energy 

 

Fig. 10 describes the modeled turbulence kinetic energy, 

where RNG κ-ε turbulent model was used. It is the most 
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significant on periphery of the highest speed.   
 

TABLE III 

COMPARISON OF RESULTS 

Source                        Value       Percentage comparison 

Experiment               264.163              100% 

Numerical model      766.836              290% 

 

Table III contains comparison of experimental and 

numerical results of created condensate. It is obvious, that 

numerical model calculated almost three times more 

condensate. This over-prediction can be explained with many 

factors, such as: model is designed with straight ribs and not 

with another shape, which influences parameter called 

efficiency of rib and it has big effect on heat transfer 

coefficient; model has assigned constant temperature on ribs, 

but in reality there is complicated temperature field; model has 

constant velocity on inlet area from fan and it does not respect 

outlet velocity profile from fan; in model is no further 

definition of solid-fluid interface on rib. This knowledge leads 

to the statement, that improved model of exchanger must be 

developed for higher accuracy of prediction, including more 

accurate specification of parameters mentioned in this paper. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This work is focused on theoretical description of 

condensation and especially on its computational modeling for 

prediction of created condensate. To find functional model, 

another model with simple geometry of square canal was 

created. Elementary boundary conditions were used to obtain 

easily-reproducible results. This model was tested with 

different computational codes and computational models. 

Good agreement was found by using CFX software only. Two 

tests were run to proof the stability and correct calculation. 

First case considered the same temperature of walls with 

surrounding and second one flow with dry air only. Model 

passed these tests and proofed suitability of using CFX 

software in cases like this. This knowledge was used on real 

exchanger model, which is tested and measured in laboratory 

under controlled conditions. Experiment was run and this 

paper contains description and results of it. RNG κ-ε turbulent 

model with 5% intensity turbulence on inlet area was used. 

Comparison of numerical and experimental results showed 

difficulties using simple boundary conditions in computational 

model. It was found out that computational model over-

predicted amount of condensate almost three times. This work 

contains the list of parameters, which affect condensation 

more or less and how to deal with them. Improving the 

accuracy could be the aim of next work on this project. For 

more accurate control of amount of condensate, it was decided 

to create another model with user defined functions for 

number of condensate particles inside the calculation domain 

with respect to cleanliness of environment. It should be 

mentioned, that temperature field on rib with specified shape 

has great influence on efficiency of cooling. A big advantage 

of this work is, that functional model for condensation was 

found. It also presents summary of knowledge about 

condensation phenomena modeling. 
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